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Losing a bet has never been more exciting...Ã‚Â .Page Count: around 330 pagesLady Anne

Lindsey lost a bet!Ã‚Â .Oh... how she wishes it were of the monetary variety...Instead, she has to do

a favor that will take her far from London, out in the country, and into the house of a man she

loathes just as much as she is desperately attracted to him.Guy&apos;s the first man who&apos;d

been able to banish the darkness that haunts her, but she knows that a rogue can&apos;t be

trusted.Guy Elkin is the new Viscount of Yapperts.He has a desire:To transform the tired looking

country house into something just as breathtaking as his clubs back in London, and he knows just

the woman to recruit for help.Lady Anne Lindsey.Ã‚Â .He has plans for beautiful Lady Lindsey that

go beyond picking curtains and couches, and is sure he&apos;ll have her bedded in weeks...But

what Guy didn&apos;t know was he&apos;d also have her wedded!Ã‚Â .When a slip of the tongue

finds these two facing the priest, it&apos;ll take more than attraction for them to find their happily

ever after.And can Anne truly escape the dark secret that follows her?Ã‚Â .Page Count: around 330

pages
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I was fooled, once again, by an overwhelming number of rave reviews. To explain, there must be

SPOILERS.The book has no logic, no story arc and an outrageous lack of proofreading.Guy, the

hero, runs a house of prostitution, but, no worries, the women he uses LOVE their work and have

hearts of gold. Anne, the heroine, has been given the honor, along with several countesses, of

serving as patroness of Guy's new gambling establishment for men and women. No one can gain

membership without their approval. Sort of like Almacks on crack. I imagined them as Barbara

Bush, Melinda Gates and Christiane Amanpour as patronesses deciding who can gamble at

Caesar's Palace in Vegas.Guy lusts after Anne and connives to take her off to his new country

home, a place nearly destroyed by the previous owners, so that Anne can hire staff for him. Huh?At

least that's how the book begins. The plot changes course many times, with major characters

meandering in and out of the tale at random.At one point, Guy decides he doesn't like dining at a

long table with Anne seated way down at the other end. But dare he suggest doing something so

improper as both of them sitting at one end of the table? This comes from a fellow who has run off

with Anne and lived with her, presenting her as his wife, for about a month.Reading the story was

rather like reading my text messages when AutoCorrect rearranges what I am trying to say in new,

mangled, hilarious or embarrassing ways. No proofreading seems to have gone into the book.

Pronouns are consistently misused ("he" grabbed "him" to his chest at one point), but any word is at

risk (Anne cannot "bare" what happens). My favorite occurs when Anne is kidnapped and "Anne

had no idea who her captive was."Her captive was ME, fooled again by incomprehensibly glowing

reviews.

Publisher's Description:Lady Anne Lindsey lost a bet!Oh... how she wishes it were of the monetary

variety...Instead, she has to do a favor that will take her far from London, out in the country, and into

the house of a man she loathes just as much as she is desperately attracted to him.Guy's the first

man who'd been able to banish the darkness that haunts her, but she knows that a rogue can't be

trusted.Guy Elkin is the new Viscount of Yapperts.He has a desire:recruit for help.To transform the

tired looking country house into something just as breathtaking as his clubs back in London, and he

knows just the woman toLady Anne Lindsey.He has plans for beautiful Lady Lindsey that go beyond

picking curtains and couches, and is sure he'll have her bedded in weeks...But what Guy didn't



know was he'd also have her wedded!When a slip of the tongue finds these two facing the priest, it'll

take more than attraction for them to find their happily ever after.And can Anne truly escape the dark

secret that follows her?My Thoughts:I have enjoyed each one of the titles I have read of this series.

It is a pleasure to read well written romance without the constant sexual scenes.Although I do read

and review books that are essentially heated it is a nice break to read a book that reminds me of

romance novels I read more than twenty years ago. This is a passionate read without all of the

vulgarity and the beautiful cover art for this book certainly draws the potential buyer to it.The

characters in this book are well developed and the storyline is very believable. This author's books

would prove to the masses that it isn't necessary to use profanity and vulgarity to write a good

book.I gave this book 4.25 stars of 5 for storyline and characterization and 2 of 5 flames for heat.

Our hero and heroine do have a feisty relationship and there are moments that hint at passion but

no actual sexual scenesThank you again Ms. Meyers for writing very good sweet/clean regency

romance.

A bet between 2 people who swore never to marry pushes them together during a tale of carriage

accidents, a fake marriage for appearances, and intrigue. Ann Lindsey has spent a major part of her

life working as a servant and raising her younger brother after her uncle kills her father, a lord, and

casts them out into the streets. They are rescued by a Duke and restored to their rightful stations in

life, but due to their previous lower class existence, are not completely accepted by the ton. Enter

Guy Elkins, a stunningly handsome twin who becomes Lord Yapperts after an extended search for

a rightful heir after the death of an uncle. The two meet and sparks fly.Eleanor Meyers has written

an outstanding series and each book just continues to exceed my expectations. She writes clean,

historical romance that is captivating and ALWAYS contains memorable storylines and characters,

and The Gentleman's Game of Love continues on this path. Each book is written as a stand alone

story so you can read this book by itself, but I highly recommend the entire series.

The Gentleman's Game of Love by Eleanor Meyers is yet another superbly written Clean Regency

Historical Romance. Ms. Meyers has a way of bringing both the characters and the story to life

through the pages of her stories.The characters are well developed, realistic and entertaining. The

storyline is intriguing and utterly fascinating.A charming clean Historical Romance that has it all,

intrigue, passion with no actual sexual scenes, a wager, an unexpected marriage, a unique hero

and a heroine with a dark secret. And of course, the love that follows. But will they find their HEA?All

Meyer's stories can be read as stand alones, however, I'd recommend reading this mesmerizing



series, in its entirety.Another not to miss read by Eleanor Meyers! If you enjoy clean romance.

Regency Romance, intrigue, adventure and great storytelling, than "The Gentleman's Game of

Love", is a great choice. Another refreshing tale by Eleanor Meyers!Rating: 4Heat rating:

SweetReviewed by: AprilR
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